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Combinatorial proofs of the identities 
are given and bijections are constructed between the sets 
{WI EA! [ Inv(w) =mj, {w k M ) Maj(w) = m>, {WEM~Z(w)=~}, 
where M is the collection of all multiset permutationc YP ?.* l’s, n, 2’s, . . . , nk k’s, Inv(w) is 
the inversion number of W, Maj(w) is its major index and Z(w) is the z-index of W. 
LetM=M(nl,n2,..., Q) be the collection of all multiset permutations with 
rtl l’s, n2 2’s, . . . , nkk’s. If WEM, write tv=a102--.a,, where rl=nl i-n2+ 
* * * -,- &. The inversion number, Inv(wj, is the number of ordered pairs (i, j) 
such that lSi<j S 12 and 1zi > qj. The major index, aj(w), is the sum of all j 
such that CT~ > aj+r. 
In IS], MacMahon showed that 
Q 
Inv(w) = Maj(w\ 
4 ) (1.1) 
the summatian ranging over all w E A4_ As a consequence he derived that for fixed 
m 
I(wE~~~IInv(w)=m))=I(wEMI (14 
ahon’s proof of (1.1) was indirect, he showed that each si e of (I4 was in 
fact equal to the q-multinomial toe 
I 
n 
I 
. 
ltlt 822, * * *, % q 
To do this he used an in6. 
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function relation as Maj and Inv, 
x qzW = 1 n 1 
L 
(l-3) 
4, n2,... , QJ,' 
They proved (1.3) by induction and asked for a combinatorial proof similar to 
oata’s for (l-2). 
In this paper we give a combinatorial proof of (1.3) and use it to construct 
bijections between the three sets 
(w E M 1 Z(w) = m), {w E A4 1 Inv(w) = m), 
(l-4) 
( WE aj(w) = m}. 
In particular, our bijection between the last two of these will differ from Foata’s 
bijection. 
This paper is organized as follows: Notation and combinatorial preliminaries 
are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove (1.3) and give a combinatorial 
proof that 
c, Y Inv(w) = 
[ 
n 
%,n2, - - - , nk 1 . (1.3 (I 
ijections between the sets in (1.4) are given in Section 4 and we conclude with 
e remarks in Section 5. 
f A is a statement, define N(A) h;r 
1, 
N(A) = (0, 
if A is true, 
if A is false. (2.1) 
i <j but aj < ai are called inversions. Pairs (ai, ++I), where 
ord of w formed by deleting all letters n,,, such 
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The Z-index of w is defined to be the sum of t e major indices of all 2-letter 
subwords, wV, of w. That is, 
Z(w) = aj (wi,.). (2.4) 
lSi<jjric 
For our example, Inv(w) = 13, k&j(w) = 17 and Z(w) = 18. 
In this paper we will follow notational conventions contained in [5] and [6] and 
suggested in [lo]. For completeness, tion of. these 
conventions here. 
A partition, A, with m parts is a nonincreasing sequence of m nonnegative 
integers, called parts, A =: (n(l), A(2), . . . ) R(m)), A(l) b A(2) b - - ‘3 ,A(m) 4 0. 
In particular .J, q= ~1 will allow parts of size 0. Given a set T of partitions and an 
interval 1, T: will denote the set of all partitions wit arts, each part 
size in interval I. The lack of a postscript or subscript will imply no restriction on 
part size or number of parts. We will use P to denote the set of ali partitions and 
PD to denote partitions with distinct parts. Given a partition A, defi 
the sum of the parts of A and iA.1 to be the number of parts in A. Let 
partition with no parts and set llall = 0. 
Define the weight of a partition A by wt(A) = ql’“” and the sign of A by 
sgn(A) = (-1)‘“‘. If T is a set of partitions, define wt(T) by 
w(T) = A&wf(q = ATTq”A”, (2.5) 
and wt(T(-1)) by 
wt (T(-1)) = A&wt(l)sgn A = A&q”a”(-l)‘“‘. 
For sets S, T of partitions, wt(S x T) = wt(S)wt(T), etc. We will make use of the 
facts 
and 
wt(PIp*“‘) 
1 = - = wt(ptO.n)), 
(q)n 
(2.6) 
wt(PDtl@“l( - 1)) = (q)n, (2.7) 
where (B)~ ==(i-q)(l-q2)~~+-qn)_ 
A composition, ar, with pza parts is a sequence of m nonnegative integers, 
CY=: (a(l), Q(2), . . . , a(m)), a(i) 2 0. 
each a E A, wt(a) = ~(~(~~). 
involution such that for all Q E A, 
sign-reversing weig 
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The goal of this section is to give a combinatorial proof that 
where S(w) is any of the thre aj or 2. To do this 
weight function on words w E by wt(w) = qscw) and produce a 
between the sets Pr*“) x A4 a ) X - l l X p;:“). The result in (3.1) 
will then follow in view of (2.6). 
From (3.1) it follows that 
4 
S(w) = (q)?l (3.2) 
In Section 4 we will combinatorially derive (3.2) from (3.1) and use the involution 
principle of Garsia and ilne [4] to derive b’j z ections between the sets in (1.4). 
iven A E PF* ml and w E M, construct partitions 111, Ai, . . . , A;, where Al E 
Ply) by using w to sort A. The procedure for sorting A according to w is to place 
A below w in a two-line notation, 
and then to define A& to be the pa&ion consisting of all those parts of A below 
letters ai with ai = m. Thus if A = 443222100 and w = 312432314, we have 
312432314 
443222100 > 
+ (40, 32,421,20). 
Clearly, Ai) E Pky*“) as desired, and llAl/ = Cf=, 1111111. 
of the statistics S, we now associate a k-tuple of partitions based on 
w. For Inv, de ne (Xi, sr2, . . . , &) by 
&xi(j) = the number of letters al to the right 
of the jth t in w for which, q C= i.
(3.3) 
le, 312432314+ (00, 11,4X,40). For aj, let (p,, . . , pk) be defined 
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( Yl, y2, ’ * - , vk) be defined by 
(a) Vi(ni) = the number of distinct letters to 
the right of the nith i in w which 
are smaller than i. 
04 vi(j) - ~~(j + 1) = the number of distinct letters 
in w between the jth i and 
the (j + l)st i, 1 c j d ni - 1. 
in. this case, for w = 312432314, q(l) - VI(~) = 3, VI(~) = 0 SO VI= 30; @) - 
v2(2) = 2, v2(2) = 1 so v2 = 31, etc. and (vr, vzp v3, 214) =(30,31,5X, 30). 
Parts (a) and (b) follow from a straightforward calculation. 
In case (b) for example, 
i: !lyill = i: 2 YiC.0 
i=l i=l j=l 
k ni 
=xX( num er o b fd.__ escents to the right of the jth i in w) 
i=l j=l 
n-l 
= 2’ (uurzber of descents to the right of al) 
= Maj(w) as desired. 
Part (a) is similar but less complicated. For part (c), 
Z(w) = z Majjwij). 
l=si<jsk 
ith the lbinary word wjj? associate a pair of partitions (pii, btiJ as in the 
discussion preceding the lemma. By part (b), llpijll i= lIpjill = 
partition pij may also be defined by the conditions 
e last i ifI Wij iS followe by at least one j a 
9 
othehwise 
(3.7) 
) 
is at Ieast one j betwee 
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The condition (3.7) holds because in a binary word, these are precisely the 
conditions needed to give rise to descents. 
NOW. 
Z(w) = aj(%j) = E O!&jll + lIPjill = $ I$I llPijll* 
I&<j& l=+<jSk i=l j=l 
j#i 
From (3.7) it follows that 
$ (Pij(l) - Pij(l + I)) = vi(1) - vi(i + l), 
j#i 
for lSlS:i-1, and 
j-l 
j+i 
onsequently, 
i p&) = vi(Z) for all i and 1. 
j=l 
j#i 
ence ,
z(wI ‘- 1$1,$1 IlPijll ‘- 5 $2 /hj(Q - . i=l j=l[=l 
j#i j#i 
k ?li 
= Vi(l) = 
i=l I=1 i=l 
as desired. This completes the proof of the lemma. El 
(a,w)=(h:+n,,...,a;+n;k), 
(a, w)=(ai+~~, . . . , a;+h), 
W) = (a; + vl, . . . , a;, + d, 
where the addition of partitions is done compmmwise. Then wt(A, w) = 
= 1, 2 or 3. That is, each is a weight preserving map. 
e result in (3.1), we must show that each is in fact a bijection. 
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Given (A,, jt2, . . . ) A.,) E !:“I X * . - X I-$~“‘, there is a unique wtwd 
habet (0, 1, . I . , ’ K) such that 
(i) 6 contaim n1 l’s, . . . , t& k’s, 
(ii) i+ begins with Q mnzero letter, 
(iii) Ai = the number of he& to the right of the jth i in ti which are smaller 
than i. 
or the uniqueness of 6, s k$ are two different words 
ng properties (i)-(iii). Find ading from right to left at 
which i& and @ disagree-say this occurs in the (i -I- 1)st letter from t 
can write $I= ala2 * l * Qm,-#lm,-i+~ . * * a,, and G+ = bib2 * * . bm2_ibmm_;+l 
* - l b,,, where a,,++1 = b,2-i+lp . . . , a,,,, = b,,, but a,,++ bm2+ We may take 
a m,_i = I > bm2+ Suppose r l’s have occurred among the letters hZ,,-i+l, . . . , ~a,,. 
Then Ill(nl - r) is the number of letters in 15~ to the right of Qm,-i which are 
smabler than 1. But in I&, bmz-i is the right of the (nl - r)th I so the number of 
letters in 6 to the right of the (nl - r)th I which are smaller than I is grei;ier for @ 
than for r-5,. Consequently, (iii) fails for 6 and we have a contradiction. 
The existence of r5 is guaranteed by the following algorithm for constructing it. 
(i) Put down .place holders for the letters in 6. (kt is easy to see that 
mmx, 
( 
&(z_) + Jq f - - - + s,) piam &-J!&B 2re Eee&d.) 
(ii) Place a k in the position such that there are A&&) empty spaces betWtX!n 
it and the right Iland end. 
(iii) Continue placing k’s, then (k - l)‘s, . . . , l’s so that ni i’s are contained in 
ti. Place the jth i, so that it comes &(ni - j + I) empty spaces from the right hand 
end of 6. 
(iv) Pill all remaining empty spaces with 0’s. 
Clearly the word ti found in this way satisfies properties (i)-(iii). Cl 
As an example, let (a,, A2, A3, 11,) = (31,531,95,42). For this case, 
maXi (Ai + ni + * m - + nk) = 13 so @ will contain 13 
4 4 -.______ -1------ 
, 
leaving two em ty spaces to the;: right of the first 4 
second 4. Next, we 
letters. We place 4’s first: 
3 34 4 -----_-_-__-_ 
, 
then 2’s: 
3 2 324 42 ____--__----- 7 
and four to the rig 
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Define a map Y., :PL:m) X - l - X P~~as)-P~o*") X A4 9s follows: given 
(A,, * * ’ , Ak), form G as in Lemma 3.9. Let w = ala2 6 l .. a,, whe:*e ai is the itb 
positive letter in G and define A by n(i) = the number of zeros in + to the right of 
Q!. for example, given (31,531,95,42), i+ = 3021032401420 so w = 321324142 and 
A = 433222111. 
With YI defined as above, YI 0 !DI = id on PLotD) x and GIoYI= 
- - - x Pe”‘. Thus GI is a bijection. 
Given (A, w) E PIP*“) x M, we must show that 
Y#Pr(A, W)) = (A, w). 
Construct a word @ as follows: place A(n) zeros to the right of a,, A(n - 1) - A(n) 
zeros between a,_l and a,, . . . , J.(l) - A(2) zeros between al and a2. Then 6 
contains ni i’s for 1 s i 6 k and G’ begins with a positive letter. 
Now suppoe the jth i in w is a,,,. By construction, the number of zero to the 
right of a,,, in W is A@). Consequently, the number of letters to the right of a, in 
ti’ which are smaller than i is n(m) - ni(j) = n;(j) + 3Gi(j) = A:(j), where 
I(& w) = (111, * * . , A,). Thus by uniqueness, i? = @ and Y(&, . . . , A,) = 
(A, w) as desired. The proof that @I 0 Y1 = id is similar. El 
As a corollary to Lemma 3.10, we have established (3.1) for the case 
S(w) = Inv(w). Finally, we must produce an inverse, YS, for &. We proceed as 
we did for Inv. 
Given a k-tup!e cf composih~~, (aI, . . . , ~yk), where ai has ni 
parts, there i a unique integer t 3 0 and a unique multiset permutation 6 on the 
alphabet i-t, -(t - 1): . . . ) -1, 1,2, . . . , k) such that: 
(i) @ begins with a positive letter, 
(ii) for each i > 0, i occurs in rii ni times, 
(iii) the letters -t, -(t - l), . . . , -1 each occur once in 6 and in increasing 
order, 
(iv) for 1 S j d iZi - I, the number of distinct letters between the jth i and the 
(j -I- 1)St i is aj( j), 
(v) ,the number of distinct letters between the nith i and the end of w which are 
smaller than i is ai( 
As was the case with Lemma 3.9, we show that two different words 
duce an algorithm for constructing E. Suppose 
which satisfy (i)-(v). The last positive letter in 
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suppose $ = al * * * am,-t~m,-i+l - * - a,, a& k’ = bl * . * bn12-itm2-i+l ** * b,,, 
where a,,_i > bm2-i but a,,++1 = bmz-i+l, . . . , a,,,, = b,,. We have three cases to 
consider. 
Case 1. a,,+ and 6,*-i are both negative letters 
Clearly condition (iii) cannot be satisfied for both ti and @‘. 
Case 2. a,,_i is positive but bmi-i is negative 
Let a,,+ = I and say i Z’s have occured to the right of a,,,,+ Since each negative 
letter occurs only once in @, the number of distinct letters betwee? the (n, -j)th Z 
and the (n, -i + 1)st I will be different in 6 and k’ violating condition (iv) or 
condition (v). 
Case 3. Both a,,+ and 6m2-i are positive 
If a,,-i = I1 and b,,-i = Z2, find the closest Zl or Z2 to this position which is to 
the right of a,,_+ If this letter is an II, then between the (q, - j)th I1 and 
(n!, -i + 1)st Ii th ere will not be an Z2 in + but there will be in 6’ contradicting 
condition (iv). Similarly, there is a contradiction if this letter is an Zz. Finally, if 
there is no I1 or Z, to the right of a,,+, condition (v) will fail for 6~ or iii’. This 
exhausts the cases. 
To establish the existence of *, we give the following algorithm for construct- 
ing it. Given (ai, cu,, . . . , LYE), 
(i) Put down place holders for the letters of rt. 
(ii) (Initialization) For i = 1, . . . , k, place an i underneath the (ai(nij + 1)st 
position counting from right to left. 
(iii) (Initial placement) Place in the right most position of 6: 
I 
(-l), if there is no letter below this position, 
4 if i is the largest letter listed below this position. 
(iv) (Adjustments) After placing a letter, i, in a position, shift one space to 
the left 
(a) every other letter below this position, 
(b) every letter j < i which has not occurred previously in G, 
(c) any letter i which has appeared in W such that more than one i has been 
placed since the last !- 
If the Zth i has just been placed, put another i (if !<ni) under the position 
ai(ni - I) t= 1 spaces to the kit of the given one. 
lacement) Place a latter in the next em 
(a) If there are o letters below t 
the last negative letter placed in i4. 
) Of the entries below tile s 
ace -( 
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earlier. If none of the entries has previously been placed, the largest available 
letter should be placed. 
If all positive letters have been used, stop. otherwise, go to step (iv). Cl 
le, if (q, cy;?, Q 3, ad) = (23,31, 620,63), we put down place holders 
_____-------- 
1 23’ 
4 
n step (iii), the 3 is placed in the last position. After making the adjustment from 
step (iv) we have: 
3 __-_--------- 
142 ’ 
3 
ere is nothing below the second spot so its gets filled by (-1). No adjustments 
are necessary so 2 fills the next spot and after adjustments, 
2-13 ------------- 
214 - 
3 
e 3 has previously occurred so it gets placed next. Continuing, we have: 
32-13 -_------_---- 
3 2 4 
, 
1 
.*m 
43L-13 
------------- 
43 12 
, 
2-2432-13 -- ----------- 
43 1 
, 
l-32-2432-13 ----_------_-_ 
43 
, 
1 
3-41-32-2432-13 --------_---_ 
4 
, 
1 
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A,(i) - Ai(j -I- 1) fQr 1 d j s@j - 1. CODStrUCt the @ aSSo&ted With 
q) in Lem.ma 3.11. Let w = a, - - - a,, w 
ne ttqa,,... ? Ah) to be (A, w), with A 
is the absolute value of the first negative letter to the right of ai in 15,. Thus, if 
(L . . . , &J = (53,41,82& 93), (q, . . . , ak) = (23,31,620,63). 
vious example, G = 413-41-32-2432-13, w = 413124323, and A = 4 
(53,41,820,93) = ( 321110,413124323). 
and G30 Y3 = id on 
The proof of Lemma 3.12 is simiiar to that of Lemma 3.10. 
c 
Having verified (3.1) for S = aj, Inv and Z, we now give a signed bijection to 
show that 
S(w) = n 
4 
1 
. 
WEM nl? n2,. . . , nk 4 
(4.3.) 
For @ = Qpl, a2 or G3, extend @i Pprnj X M-+ EC”) X - - * X Z’k:m) to 
id >c @:~@l*“I(-l) x pp”! E * ipDPJll(_ 1) >c pil$’ x . . . )( pg.“‘. 
By (2.7) and (2.6), 
* There is a signed bijection PDrls”l(- 1) X Pl’*“] -H { (fl, a)}. 
We must construct 8 S -involution, 1, with only (0,8) as a fixed point. 
We define i as foils5+: given (A, p) E Q i’.‘i(-l) X F**l, se&t the smallest 
from among the parts of a and p. If thi art belongs to a, move it to p. Pf it 
rmt belong to A, move it to A. Clearly this map has the desired properties. 0 
Now let t be the 
Since by Lemma 4.2, 
I 0 (id X t) * HF1(- 1) X Pt*m) ++ ((0,0)), . 
it follows that 
b o (id x # x id) o (id x @- ‘) : PD~‘~“](- 1) X F$"I X pitrn) X . * l X pi,-) 
w 
as desired. 
There are bijectiotm, denoted IM, I%, MI, 2, ZI and ZM from 
M(nI, . . - , to itself with the property that if &(w) = m, then S&&(w)) = m, 
where Sj is any of Inv, Maj Or 2. 
e map 
~Lnl(_l) x pi;=) x . . . x pU$9+p@Ln1(_1) x PI($) x . m . x pLl$3 
defined by 
iTJ:=(idx@,)o(idXtXid)o(~xid)o(idxtxid)o(idx @r’) 
is a S -involution with fixed set (id x @l~l)(O x 0 x M) for i = 1, 2,3, where 
4 
Inv(w) fori=l, 
qMajqw), for i = 2, 
Z(w) 4 9 for i = 3. 
Since the elements in the fixed sets of T,, Tz and G are all positive, by the 
invoiution principle of Garsia and Milne [4,j, there exist WP-bijections between 
them. These bijections extend by way of Qr,, CD* and @ to the desired 
bijections from to M. a 
In practice, the bijections of Theorem 4.3 can be given explicitly. For example, 
suppose we wish to cunstruct he bijection IZ. In this case, given a word, w, with 
12(w) such that Z(w’) = m. We have 
. , A,) for some partitions A,, . . a , .Ak with Inv(w) = 
IjAkll. If (0, A-1, . . . , A,) is a fixed point of T3 (where T3 corresponds 
S?;(w) = w’, wkere (0, 0, w’) = (id x 
of TX5 according to the 
e, there is a smallest positive umber, 1, such that (T1 0 
a this case, X(w) = w’, where 
have Inv(2311) = 4. Also, (id x 
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The techniques of the previous ection allow for a quick combinatorial proof of 
this fact. ere is a well known -bijection q : PEnI (m, n), where 
wt(w) = Inv(w), defined as follows: Form the Ferrer’s diagram of 11 EPg”]. This 
diagram fits inside an m x n rectangle. for example, 
Now trace the path from the lower left hand comer to 
comer of this rectangle which follows the boundary 
the upper right hand 
path is: 
of a. For our example the 
Convert this path to a binary word by the rule that a vertical edge corresponds to
a 0 and a horizontal edge to a 1. Thus, 4 i- 1 + 0c,0101110. Consequently, by 
composing this bijection with the appropriate signed bijection from Section 4 we 
have 
and (5.1) follows. The bijection ep can be found in [I]. AR alternate combinatorial 
proof, due to FrankEn. can be found in [11 j p; 2691. 
TI:,r essential idea in the algorithm of Lemma 3.9 can be found in [3, p. 121, 
alth, ugh in this case, w is restricted to being a permutation. 
Ike maps L and t have occurred in the literature seve 
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descriptions of our bijections imilar to Foata’s bijection One characteristic of
Foata’s bijection is that if w-+ w’ where w = ala2. . . a,, and w’ = 21~6~ D . . b,, 
then a, = b,,. This result also holds for the bijections of Theorem 4.3 regardless of
:Y Tether they are built up using I or I’. This is an easy corollary of the following 
result. 
(n,, . . . , nk), 11 E PrD”) and let and Q3 be the 
bijections of en g @;‘( @#, w)) = (A’, w ‘), thekt letter in w’ is the 
same as the last letter in w. 
The result of Theorem 5.2 will follow if we can show that given 
, . , Ak) E PL:“) x l l l x f$“), and (A, w) = @;‘(A,, . s . , A,), the last letter 
in w is independent of i. In fact, if I = mini Ai( then ia, = m, where m is the 
largest value such that Il,,&,,, j = 1. This is an immediate conseauence of the 
r constructing @ in Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.11, in the cases of 9, 
, this fact follows from MacMahon’s algorithm. Since we have not 
ahoil’s algorithm, we present an alternative proof for this case. 
re exists (A. w) such that @$I, w) = (A,, . . . , A,), recall that 
(a,, . . . , ad=(a;+h,. . . , A; + pk), where (A;, . . . ) Ai) is A sorted by w and 
Pl,.**, pk) satisfies piu) = the number of descents in w to the right of the jth i. 
f a, = m, then p&z,) = 0 since there are no descents to the right of a,. Since 
a;(n,j =a( n IS ) - th e smallest part in A, A&,) is certainly minimal. If I > m and 
b = a, for some r < n, then A&:,) > A,&,) since A&) = A(r) 3 A@) and pl(nl) > 
0 = p,,,(n,) due to the fact that at least one descent must occur between a, and Q, 
if a,. < a,. thus m is maximal with respect to the minimality of Ai( Cl 
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ulating and proving results in this paper and Dennis ite who programmed 
the bijections of Theorem 4.3. 
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